Open position for: Advance Therapies production facility

TITLE: Qualified Person.

ACCOUNTABLE TO: Dr. Josep M Canals

CONTRACT: Qualified Person position at the University of Barcelona

Job Summary

The position is available in the area of clinical production of Creatio, validation center of advanced therapies of the University of Barcelona. The position involves:

- Substitute Qualified Person. Supporting Creatio team in the validation process and manufacturing process of new Investigational Medicinal Product.

The Research & Development unit is involved in the following processes:

- Cell-based therapeutic products, including cell vaccines.
- Gene therapy products and lentiviral production in our GMP facility.
- Tissue engineering products and production of artificial scaffolds.
- Investigational Medicinal Products production.
- Human cell production for research, drug screening and toxicological studies.
- Molecular techniques, cloning, lentiviral constructs, transfection, microarrays and epigenome, biochemistry and histology.
- GMP and UNE-EN-ISO:9001 protocols, AEMPS certifications.

This work will be performed at the Creatio Production Facility in close contact with the laboratory of Stem Cell and Regenerative Medicine in the Department of Biomedical Sciences at the Faculty of Medicine and Health Sciences, University of Barcelona. Creatio is integrated in the Spanish network of neurodegenerative disorders (CIBERNED), the Spanish Cell Therapy network (RETICS; TERCEL) and the Catalan Network for ATMPs (ADVANCE(CAT)). These three networks provide a collaborative environment to successfully achieve our objectives.

Main Duties

Substitute Qualified Person of Creatio, supporting Qualified Person and Creatio staff, supervising productions and quality system and release products.

Requirements

- Pharmacy degree
- Experience in GMP and UNE-EN-ISO:9001, and Quality Systems
- At least two years of experience in one or several companies that has obtained a manufacturing authorization, activities of qualitative and quantitative analysis of medicines, as well as verifications necessary to ensure the quality of medicines.
- Experience in cell culture and molecular biology
- Experience in ATMP production, especially in viral production and gene therapy will be considered.

Expression of interest

People interested in this position should send a CV and presentation letter to:
Dr. Unai Perpiñá, e-mail: uperpinam@ub.edu Dr. Josep M Canals, e-mail: jmcanals@ub.edu
Qualified Person position could be partially co-funded by ACCIÓ (Catalonia Trade & Investment; Generalitat de Catalunya) and the European Community under the Catalan ERDF operational program (European Regional Development Fund) 2014-2020 in the context of ADVANCE(CAT).